Objective: Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been linked to elevated heart rate (HR) and reduced heart rate variability (HRV) in cross-sectional research. Recent evidence suggests that this link may be driven by individual differences in autonomic arousal associated with momentary negative affect (NA). Using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) of NA and minute-tominute HR/HRV monitoring, we examined whether NA-related HR/HRV mediated the association of PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRV and endothelial functioning. Methods: One hundred ninety-seven young adults (18-39 years), 93 with PTSD, underwent 1 day of Holter monitoring while concurrently reporting NA levels via EMA. Two noninvasive measures of endothelial functioning-flow-mediated dilation and hyperemic flow-were also collected. Multilevel modeling was used to assess the associations of momentary NA with HR and low-and highfrequency HRV during the 5-minute intervals after each EMA reading. Latent variable modeling was then used to determine whether individual differences in these associations mediated the association of PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRV, flow-mediated dilation, and hyperemic flow. Results: PTSD symptom severity was positively associated with NA-related autonomic arousal (β = .21, p < .001), which significantly mediated the association of PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRV and hyperemic flow, accounting for 62% and 34% of their associations, respectively, while overshadowing the influence of smoking, lifetime alcohol dependence, sleep duration, mean NA, and episodes of acute NA. Conclusions: Results suggest that NA-related autonomic arousal is both a primary factor driving cardiovascular risk in PTSD and a potential point of intervention.
INTRODUCTION
A cute stress has long been linked to cardiovascular risk (1) . For individuals with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)-a chronic condition associated with hyperarousal and frequent physiological symptoms related to anxiety and negative affect (NA)-this risk is thought to be mediated largely by autonomic nervous system (ANS) imbalance (2) . Indeed, PTSD diagnosis and symptom severity have been associated with reduced heart rate variability (HRV) (3), a noninvasive set of indices of autonomic control of cardiac rhythm (4) . In turn, attenuated HRV has been identified as a precursor to cardiovascular disease (5) .
Nearly all prior research linking PTSD with ANS dysregulation has relied on cross-sectional analyses of aggregated data, leading to the conclusion that PTSD is linked with an overall reduction in HRV. However, emerging evidence suggests that this association may be more situational than static. For instance, in a recent study (6) , we found that among individuals meeting DSM-IV criteria for PTSD, minute-tominute readings of low-(LF) and high-frequency (HF)
Objectives and Hypotheses
Given the role that autonomic dysfunction seems to play in endothelial impairment as well as our previous findings that PTSD-related reductions in HRVare primarily evident during moments of acute distress, the primary goal of the present study was to examine if NA-related autonomic arousal may be a mechanism linking PTSD with attenuated HRV and ultimately poor endothelial functioning. Put differently, does NA-related autonomic arousal mediate the association of PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRV and endothelial functioning? Considering our previous findings that behavioral risk factors (i.e., smoking, alcohol dependence, and sleep disturbance) mediate the association between PTSD and cardiovascular risk (17) (18) (19) (20) , a secondary goal was to compare the hypothesized mediating effects of NA-related autonomic arousal with those of the behavioral risk factors. We also investigated the potential mediating role that 24-hour NA-including mean NA observed during ecological momentary assessment (EMA) monitoring and frequency of acute NA episodes-might play in linking PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRVand endothelial functioning. Thus, in the present analyses, we examined three sets of mechanisms potentially linking PTSD with autonomic dysregulation and vascular function, measured noninvasively by brachial artery flow-mediated dilation (FMD). These hypothesized mechanisms are summarized in Figure 1 .
METHODS

Participants and Procedure
The present article builds on prior publications from a broader study examining health risks associated with PTSD in young adults (6, 7, (17) (18) (19) (20) . For the present analysis, potential participants were 211 young adults (18-39 years), 93 (44%) of whom met DSM-IV criteria for PTSD. Participants were recruited from hospital clinics and waiting rooms as well as via online ads as part of a larger study focused on trauma and health risk factors among young FIGURE 1. Pathways by which PTSD symptoms influence HRV and vascular function. PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; HRV = heart rate variability; HR = heart rate; LF = low-frequency; HF = high-frequency; SDNN = standard deviation of R-R intervals; TR index = triangular index; FMD = flow-mediated mediation.
adults (19) . Exclusion criteria included the following: a) organic mental disorder, b) schizophrenia, c) bipolar I mixed state or bipolar II, d) lifetime PTSD without current PTSD, e) current substance abuse/dependence, f ) current major depressive disorder without PTSD, g) pregnancy, h) AIDS or HIV, and i) uncontrolled medical condition (e.g., liver failure). The study was approved by both the Durham Veterans Affairs and Duke University Medical Center institutional review boards. All patients gave written informed consent before participation. Data were collected between August 2008 and September 2013.
PTSD status was assessed using the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (21) . The interview was administered by a licensed clinical psychologist or by a trainee under the direct supervision of a licensed clinical psychologist. Interrater reliability among interviewers was high (Fleiss κ = 0.94) across five training tapes. Baseline Davidson Trauma Scale (DTS) (22) scores were used to quantify PTSD symptom severity. Smoking status was operationalized based on participants' responses to the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (23) as follows: nonsmokers were assigned a value of 0; past-but not present-smokers, 1; current smokers who consume 10 or fewer cigarettes/day, 2; and current smokers who consume 11 or more cigarettes/day, 3. Lifetime alcohol dependence was assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV (24) . Demographic information, including age, sex, racial minority status, use of prescription medications, and anthropometric measures, from which waist-hip ratio was calculated, was collected at baseline.
Ten individuals (n = 4 with PTSD) using antihypertensives (i.e., β-blockers, calcium-channel blockers, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors) were excluded from the present analyses because of the potential effects of these medications on HR, HRV, and endothelial functioning (25, 26) . Similarly, four individuals (n = 3 with PTSD) using tricyclic antidepressants or norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors were excluded (27, 28) , leaving 197 participants. We also omitted endothelial functioning data for 13 women (n = 1 with PTSD) using birth control, 4 participants (n = 3 with PTSD) using cholesterol medication (i.e., statins and fibrates), and 1 participant with PTSD who had diabetes, given their potential effects on vascular functioning (29) (30) (31) .
EMA and Sleep Diary
One week after baseline, participants returned to the laboratory to complete biometric measurements, including FMD and hyperemic flow. Immediately afterward, they were fitted with a 24-hour digital electrocardiogram Holter monitor (Lifecard CF; Del Mar Reynolds, Irvine, CA) and given a PalmPilot to complete EMA ratings of mood in response to random alarms, which were timed to alert at semirandom intervals approximately every 2 to 3 hours. Monitoring sessions began at approximately 2:00 PM and lasted 20 to 24 hours. Seven items in the diary captured participants' current level of NA ("Indicate to what extent you have felt this way [irritated/annoyed/angry/distressed/upset/hostile/stressed] over the last five minutes before the alarm") using a scale ranging from 0 ("very slightly/not at all") to 4 ("extremely"). Parallel analysis (32) indicated that these items corresponded to a single latent factor, and internal reliability among the items was high (α = .93, not adjusting for nonindependence of repeated measurements). NA was calculated as the mean of the seven items, and acute NA episodes were deemed those readings in which NA level was greater than 3 ("quite a bit"). Participants also recorded their current activity level during each reading: lying down, sitting, standing up and engaging in light activity (e.g., walking slowly), or standing up and engaging in heavy activity (e.g., running). Diary entries were timestamped at the beginning of each entry.
For 2 days overlapping the Holter and EMA monitoring period, participants were asked to record when they went to bed, the approximate time that they fell asleep, and the time that they woke up. Sleep duration was calculated as the difference between the latter two recordings, the mean of which was tabulated across both nights of the observation period. Because short and long sleep durations are significant risk factors for poor cardiovascular outcomes (33) and are both relatively common in PTSD (34) , quadratic sleep duration effects were analyzed in addition to linear effects. The quadratic term was calculated by squaring the centered sleep-duration values.
Electrocardiogram Monitoring
The exact procedures for collecting and processing 24-hour and minute-tominute HRV data are reported in Refs. (19) and (7). Briefly, 24-hour HRV was quantified using four indices: standard deviation of all normal R-R intervals (SDNNs), triangular (TR) index, and 2-hour postawakening LF power in the range of 0.04 to 0.15 Hz and HF power in the range of 0.15 to 0.40 Hz. The LF component is controlled by both branches of the ANS and reflects baroreceptor regulation of blood pressure, whereas the HF component is generally associated with parasympathetic responses and is closely linked to respiratory influences (35, 36) . The latter two values were log-transformed before analyses. Minute-to-minute changes in the amplitude of the LF and HF components of HRV were extracted continuously by demodulating the frequency bands of 0.04-0.15 Hz and 0.15-0.45 Hz, respectively, and the amplitude time series of LF and HF components were averaged over every 1-minute segment, as was HR.
FMD and Hyperemic Flow
All participants completed FMD assessments at least 4 hours after a light, low-fat breakfast. Vascular imaging was performed by a single sonographer using an Acuson Aspen ultrasound platform equipped with an Acuson L10 (7-10 MHz) linear array transducer, following guidelines described elsewhere (37) . After participants rested for 10 minutes in the supine posture, longitudinal B-mode images of the brachial artery 4 to 6 cm proximal to the antecubital fossa were acquired. Images were then captured during the first 120 seconds of reactive hyperemia achieved by inflation of a pneumatic occlusion cuff located around the forearm to suprasystolic pressure (~200 mm Hg) for 5 minutes. Gated end-diastolic images of the artery were stored and arterial diameters were measured as the distance between the proximal and distal arterial wall intima-media interfaces using PC-based software (Brachial Analyzer, Version 5.0; Medical Imaging Applications LLC, Iowa City, IA). Peak FMD response was assessed from 10 to 120 seconds after deflation of the cuff, with peak arterial diameter quantified using polynomial curve fitting. FMD was expressed as percent increase in arterial diameter. Because the percent change index may result in bias toward greater vasodilation in smaller arteries, baseline arterial diameter was used as a covariate in all analyses of FMD. Pulsed-Doppler flow signals in the brachial artery were recorded at baseline and for up to 15 seconds after cuff release. The velocity-time integral for baseline and reactive hyperemia was based on the mean of triplicate pulsed-Doppler flow tracings recorded at each phase. Hyperemic velocity was derived by dividing the velocitytime integral by the interbeat interval, and hyperemic flow was calculated from hyperemic velocity and brachial artery cross-sectional area. All ultrasound image analyses were performed blinded to participants' identities. In an unpublished evaluation of 20 healthy men and women who underwent our FMD assessment protocol on consecutive days, repeat FMD values showed a correlation of r = 0.81 (p < .001), a mean difference of 0.6% ± 2.7%, and a coefficient of variation of 26.73%.
Data Setup and Analyses
EMA and minute-to-minute HR/HRV data were merged into a single data set, matching upon diary timestamps and those for each HR/HRV reading. Mean HR/HRV values were calculated from the 5-minute intervals after the initiation of each diary reading. These 5-minute means were then modeled as a function of momentary NA. Given the nested structure of the minuteto-minute HR/HRV and EMA data (i.e., multiple observations within each person), with varying numbers of observations across participants, we used multilevel modeling (38) to compute the within-person association of NA with HR and HRV. We specified three models corresponding to LF HRV, HF HRV, and HR. These were random-slopes-and-intercepts models, whereby the intercepts, or mean outcome levels, and slopes (i.e., associations between NA and the outcome variables) were allowed to vary across individuals in the sample. Age, sex, waist-hip ratio, and momentary activity level-factors unassociated with PTSD symptom severity, but potentially affecting HR and HRV-were covaried. Individual NA-HR/HRV slopes were extracted and merged with baseline data.
Latent variable modeling was used to test the hypotheses that PTSD symptom severity would be associated with 24-hour HRV as well as FMD and hyperemic flow, with subsequent analyses conducted to test the mediation hypotheses. Specifically, latent variables were specified using SDNN, TR index, log LF power, and log HF power to model 24-hour HRV and NA-HR, −LF HRV, and −HF HRV slopes to model NA-related autonomic arousal to minimize the measurement error in both constructs. Adequacy of the HRV latent variable model was examined and adjusted to maximize model fit using standard fit criteria: standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) < 0.05, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) < 0.08, and comparative fit index (CFI) > 0.90. The χ 2 test of model fit was also consulted, with nonsignificance indicative of good model fit. Fit statistics were unavailable for the NA-related autonomic arousal latent variable due to model saturation, which occurs with specification of latent variables using just three indices. Factor scores were generated for each measurement model and used in subsequent analyses.
We examined the relationship between PTSD symptom severity and 24-hour HRV, first without mediators and then in independent models with smoking status, lifetime alcohol dependence, sleep duration and its quadratic term, mean EMA NA, number of acute NA episodes per 24 hours, and NA-related autonomic arousal entered as mediators. Consistent with the approach to testing mediation by MacKinnon et al. (39), we examined the effect of PTSD symptom severity on each mediator (Path A); then we examined the effect of each mediator on 24-hour HRV (Path B) independent of the effect of PTSD symptom severity. The indirect, or mediation, effect of PTSD symptom severity on 24-hour HRV was calculated as the product of Paths A and B. We similarly examined the relationship between PTSD symptom severity and endothelial functioning (i.e., FMD and hyperemic flow), with the primary difference being that HRV was included as a potential mediator in that round of analyses.
To test significance of mediation effects, bootstrapped confidence intervals (CIs) around indirect effects were generated using resampling. Resampling offers an advantage over conventional tests, such as Sobel z, because it takes into account the positive skew inherent to indirect effects (40) . As such, bootstrapping methods are more powerful than conventional tests, with mediation deemed significant when the resulting CI does not span 0. After examining the independent effects of each of the above mediators, significant mediators were included in a single comprehensive model to determine which mediation effect was strongest.
In each model, age, sex, and waist-hip ratio were included as covariates. We applied multiple imputation to address missing data using 10 imputation data sets and Monte Carlo Markov chain method. Where bootstrapping was used, cases were resampled from all 197 participants with matching imputation data sets analyzed. Thus, missingness did not influence bootstrapped results. All analyses were conducted using SAS 9.4.
Given our inclusion of both participants with and without current PTSD in the present analyses, both subsamples of which were characterized by wide variability in PTSD symptom severity (non-PTSD: DTS total mean [M; standard deviation {SD} = 17.17 [24.35] ; PTSD: DTS total M [SD] = 70.42 [32.66] ), an important question concerns whether the hypothesized mediation processes are evident among both individuals meeting criteria for PTSD as well as those not meeting criteria for a PTSD diagnosis. To examine this question, we conducted multiple-group path analyses where mediation was found. For instance, given significant mediation of the association between PTSD symptom severity and the factor score for HR/HRV means by the factor scores for HR/HRV slopes, the path model would include the path from PTSD symptom severity to mean HR/HRV as well as the paths from PTSD symptom severity, HR/HRV mean, age, sex, and waist-hip ratio to HR/HRV slopes. To examine whether these path models varied significantly by PTSD status, we first examined the corresponding configural models, in which the means, variances, and path coefficients were allowed to vary across both groups. We then examine constrained models, in which the path coefficients, but not the means and variances, were forced to be equivalent across both groups. Fit of the configural and constrained models was evaluated in the same way as the latent variable measurement models above, using RMSEA, CFI, SRMR, and model χ 2 . χ 2 Difference testing was then used to determine whether the constrained models fit the data significantly worse than the configural models. SAS does not have the capability to conduct multiple-group analyses via multiple imputations. Thus, multiple-group path analyses were based on complete data only.
RESULTS
Participant characteristics and intercorrelations are displayed in Table 1 Response rate to random alarms was 86%, and participants took an M (SD) of 54.42 (19.04) seconds to complete each diary entry. Consistent with previous findings (7), PTSD symptom severity was positively associated with EMA NA level and mean HR and was negatively associated with mean LF and HF HRV (see Table 1 ).
As described earlier, data on baseline brachial artery diameter, FMD, and hyperemic flow were deleted and thus missing for 19 participants. Morning LF and HF HRV were also missing for 11 participants (n = 2 with PTSD) who awakened subsequent to the end of Holter monitoring. Missingness of morning HRV data was not associated with sex, waist-hip ratio, PTSD symptom severity, smoking status, lifetime alcohol dependence, SNDD
Multilevel Modeling of HR and HRV
Results from the multilevel modeling analyses are depicted in Table 2 . Across the entire sample, momentary NA was not significantly associated with HR and HRV. However, random effects representing the intraindividual associations of momentary NA with HR and HF HRV were both significant, indicating that the variances corresponding to interindividual differences in those associations were greater than 0. Variance associated with interindividual differences in the NA-LF HRV slopes was marginally significant. Inspection of individual slopes revealed that the asso- According to the initial 24-hour HRV model, PTSD symptom severity was negatively associated with 24-hour HRV (see Table 3 ). PTSD symptom severity was also positively associated with smoking, lifetime alcohol dependence, mean EMA NA, number of acute NA episodes per 24 hours, and NA-related autonomic arousal. Moreover, the association between PTSD symptom severity and 24-hour HRV seemed to be partially mediated by smoking status, lifetime alcohol dependence, and NA-related autonomic arousal. Bootstrapped mediation analyses indicated that smoking status (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.12 to −0.01) and NA-related autonomic arousal (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.20 to −0.05) each independently mediated the association of PTSD symptom severity with HRV, accounting for 27% and 62% of their covariance, respectively. The indirect effect of PTSD symptom severity on HRV via lifetime alcohol dependence (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.09 to 0.01) was not significant. In a final model of 24-hour HRV in which smoking status and NA-related autonomic arousal were entered simultaneously, neither PTSD symptom severity (β = −.07, p = .22) nor smoking status (β = −.02, p = .78) was significantly associated with 24-hour HRV; however, NA-related autonomic arousal was (β = −.58, p < .001). In follow-up bootstrapped analyses, the indirect effect of PTSD symptom severity on 24-hour HRV via NA-related autonomic arousal was significant (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.32 to −0.16), explaining 77% of the covariance between PTSD symptom severity and HRV, whereas the indirect effect via smoking status was not (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.03 to 0.02). Estimates and standard errors (in parentheses). LF HRV = low-frequency heart rate variability; HF HRV = high-frequency heart rate variability. n = 197.
* p < .05, ** p < .01, † p < .10.
a Prostrate position used as reference value. 
Endothelial Functioning
PTSD symptom severity was not significantly associated with FMD (β = −.03, p = .69) after adjusting for age (β = .07, p = .37), female sex (β = −.12, p = .21), waist-hip ratio (β = .06, p = .40), and baseline brachial artery diameter (β = −.51, p < .001). However, PTSD symptom severity was negatively associated with hyperemic flow (see Table 4 ). Of the potential mediators, only NA-related autonomic arousal was significantly associated with hyperemic flow. However, smoking status had a marginally significant association with hyperemic flow, and both smoking status and 24-hour HRV modestly reduced the effect of PTSD symptom severity on hyperemic flow. Follow-up mediation analyses indicated that the indirect effects of PTSD symptom severity on hyperemic flow via smoking status (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.13 to 0.00) and 24-hour HRV (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.07 to 0.01) were not significant. By contrast, the indirect effect for NA-related autonomic arousal (bootstrapped 95% CI of standardized effect = −0.10 to −0.01) was significant, accounting for 34% of the effect of PTSD symptom severity on hyperemic flow.
Model Invariance by PTSD Status
Model invariance by PTSD status was examined for three mediation models: the association between PTSD symptom severity and HR/HRV factor scores by smoking status, the association between PTSD symptom severity and HR/HRV factor scores by HR/HRV slope factor scores, and the association between PTSD symptom severity and hyperemic flow by HR/HRV slope factor scores. According to the configural model for the first mediation process, the model provided a poor fit to the data: RMSEA = 0.14, CFI = 0.90, SRMR = 0.07, and χ 2 (6) = 17.14, p = .009. Constraining the paths to be equivalent across both groups did not significantly diminish model fit: Δχ 10. In sum, we found no evidence that any of the above mediation processes were specific to one group over another.
DISCUSSION
Increasingly, PTSD has been linked with attenuated HRV (3, 41) , an indicator of autonomic dysregulation (5, 42) and cardiovascular risk (43) . In light of recent evidence that PTSD is associated with heightened distress-related autonomic arousal (i.e., increased HR and attenuated HRV) (7), we examined whether NA-related autonomic arousal accounted for the association of PTSD symptom severity with HRV and ultimately endothelial functioning within a mixed sample of young adults with and without PTSD. We also examined the mediating roles of behavioral health risks (i.e., smoking, lifetime alcohol dependence, and sleep impairment) and baseline NA. In our analysis of momentary NA and autonomic arousal, we did not find an overall association between the two across the entire sample. However, we did find significant interindividual differences in these associations. That is, for some individuals in the sample, there was a positive association between NA and arousal, and for others, there was not. Not only was NA-related autonomic arousal associated with PTSD symptom severity, it was also the largest mediator of PTSD symptom severity and 24-hour HRV, accounting for 62% of their covariance, and it was the only significant mediator of PTSD symptom severity and hyperemic flow, accounting for 34% of their covariance. Moreover, these mediation processes were evident among both participants with PTSD and those without PTSD, suggesting that there is a continuum of risk posed by PTSD symptoms and NA-related autonomic arousal. These findings complement research from the past decade indicating that increased autonomic reactivity to laboratory-induced stress is predictive of future cardiovascular risk (44, 45) , even after adjusting for 24-hour HRV levels (46, 47) . However, the present data go beyond that, doing so with ecologically valid data while demonstrating that greater overall NA and higher frequency of NA may have little bearing on markers of cardiovascular risk, neither do smoking, drinking, and sleep duration once NA-related autonomic arousal is taken into account. These findings have a number of potential implications for the treatment of PTSD and, more broadly, conditions characterized by acute physiological responses to NA (e.g., panic disorder, intermittent explosive disorder). Specifically, these findings suggest that interventions that help patients gain control over their physiological arousal during moments of acute NA could potentially reap far greater health benefits than those primarily focused on decreasing NA in general. There are already several interventions that aim to teach patients to better regulate their physiological arousal during moments of acute NA and stress, such as HRV biofeedback (48) (49) (50) and mindfulness-based interventions (51) . However, applying these principles in situ can prove challenging (52) . Thus, a promising avenue for intervention lies in harnessing the power of mobile-health technology to aid in the early detection of adverse states of arousal to prompt patients to apply their coping skills to prevent sharp increases in NA-related autonomic arousal. Beyond enhancing patients' capacity to manage acute psychological distress, such interventions also have the potential to modulate deleterious patterns of autonomic dysfunction and perhaps improve endothelial functioning.
The present findings also raise two important questions. The first concerns whether NA-related autonomic arousal is primarily the result of increased SNS activity in response to NA or whether it is due to diminished PNS regulation of NA. Broadly speaking, this question is unanswerable in the current data set. Absent knowledge of the onset and duration of each episode of NA, we cannot directly assess how autonomic processes underlie the progression of NA. However, future projects could potentially collect this information via mood induction procedures. Prior researchers have done just this with mixed samples (44) (45) (46) (47) . Absent these data in a sample with PTSD, we must extrapolate from prior work, which suggests that individuals with PTSD and other anxiety disorders primarily suffer from PNS dysfunction. For instance, whereas administration of catecholamine (SNS) antagonists before a panic attack does little to reduce HR (53), lactate-a known suppressor of vagal (PNS) activity-accumulates during panic attacks (54) and is sometimes administered in laboratory studies to induce PTSD symptoms (8) . Thus, suppressed PNS activity and consequently reduced HRV are implied in individuals with anxiety or trauma-related disorders such as PTSD.
A second question concerns why we failed to find evidence of any association of PTSD symptom severity or HRV with FMD, although both were associated with hyperemic flow. FMD is considered a measure of general vascular endothelial function, whereas hyperemic flow is more reflective of peripheral microvascular function, with impaired hyperemic flow associated with microvascular disease (55) . Although the microvasculature may receive ANS inputs, endothelial cells in major conduit arteries such as the brachial artery do not receive direct innervation from the ANS (56) . Thus, peripheral vascular function, as indexed by hyperemic flow, is more likely to be affected by autonomic dysfunction.
Study Limitations
Of course, there are several notable limitations to the present study. First, subjective NA was measured in response to random prompts over the 24-hour period. Consequently, antecedents of acute NA were unknown, as was the trajectory of NA levels (i.e., whether they were increasing, holding steady, or decreasing). By using HR and HRV measurements taken directly after the initiation of each diary entry, we made an assumption that any variance in the trajectory of NA levels across the readings was, apart from individual differences in NA management, randomly distributed across readings and participants. Given that we were expressly modeling individual differences in NA-related arousal, we stand by our interpretation of the present findings. Another limitation was our use of lifetime alcohol dependence as a measurement of impact of alcohol use on HRV and endothelial functioning, as was our use of self-reported sleep duration over a fairly brief period of time (i.e., 2 days). It is possible that more precise measurements of these variables might have yielded stronger effects.
Summary and Conclusions
The present study provides the first evidence to date that NA-related autonomic arousal may mediate the association of PTSD symptom severity with 24-hour HRV and endothelial functioning. Although preliminary, these findings suggest that heightened autonomic arousal accompanying NA may be an important factor underlying autonomic dysfunction in PTSD. Thus, interventions that help patients to gain control over physiological arousal during moments of acute NA (e.g., biofeedback, mindfulness) may be an especially effective way of reducing risk for cardiovascular disease. That said, additional research aimed at replicating and expanding upon these findings (e.g., by incorporating mood induction procedures into the study design) is still needed. 
